Concepts, introduced into physics in the analysis of the Peltier effect by Thomson in 1854 and generalized by Onsager in 1931, have made it clear that the equations commonly used for the description of membrane transfer processes are incomplete. Kedem and Katchalsky' have recently emphasized the utility of these concepts in removing inconsistencies of interpretation introduced by the use of incomplete equations for the description of the movement of water through membranes. Incomplete equations are also used in present accounts of the behavior of tagged species in transfer systems, which also give rise to interpretive difficulties. A good example of the nature of some of the difficulties encountered is illustrated by the classical investigations of Hevesy, Hofer, and Krogh.' They had occasion to measure the over-all transfer coefficient for the absorption of water through the skin of a frog. They found to their surprise that two values of the transfer coefficient of water for which they could not give a satisfactory explanation were obtained. The value of the transfer coefficient depended upon how the experiment was performed. The transfer coefficient estimated from the weight change of the frog in an osmotic experiment was some five-fold greater than that determined from an appropriate experiment with tagged water. Furthermore, they observed that the flux of tagged water appeared to be independent of the flux of normal water. Though they made many suggestions attempting to account for these experimental findings, they concluded that further information was needed before the experimental results could be 'explained.' Similar experimental results have been obtained many times since in investigations conducted on membranes of living systems. Some investigators have regarded the two transfer coefficients to be the result of some biological artifact, such as incomplete mixing when tagged water is used, or "active secretion" through the membrane. The experimental results obtained by Swansone5 and by Mauro7 on artificial membranes rendered improbable such possible explanations. These investigators found ratios of the transfer coefficient determined by osmotic methods to transfer coefficient determined with tagged water to be from 25 to several hundred fold. It will be demonstrated that such behavior is to be expected when the complete equations for transfers at membranes are applied.
The theory of coupled steady-state processes provides an adequate explanation of such experimental results and allows one to bring the description of transfer processes of tagged species at membranes into agreement with the general theory of all transfer processes. Much of the theory stems from the investigations of Onsager,"8 and a general treatment of all irreversible processes is given by de Groot If there are several components in motion through the membrane, two possibilities arise. The transfer of the individual components through the membrane can take place at different sites in such a way that no interference of the motion of one component with the motion of another component takes place. Such a membrane could well be called a mosaic membrane, in which case all that would be needed to describe the system would be a set of equations of the form of 3 for each component in motion and a mosaic element of the membrane for each component present. A second possibility is that the motions of the components through the membrane interfere with one another. This possibility is the more representative of transfer processes through membranes in general and certainly must be the possibility when two species of the same substance are present. Let us represent this situation by a resistive force made of several parts, a contribution from each of the components in motion, or F1 Yi 2ij 11I I ivi J fjnv The negative sign in the front of the summation sign is due to the fact that the v's are vector quantities, and if vi and vj are in opposite directions, the resistive force to the motion of the 'i'th kinetic unit is greater than when vi and vj are in the same direction. The f's therefore are positive quantities. The velocities in equation 4 are to be taken with respect to the membrane. We can express nk in a variety of units, such as number of grams, number of mols, or number of cc., for example. The frictional coefficient must then be expressed in corresponding units, such as the specific frictional coefficient, the molar frictional coefficient, or the volume frictional coefficient respectively.
If we now define a quantity, Ji, the flow of the kinetic unit per unit area of the membrane, as the flux, we recognize that ni Ji= dn1/Adt -V Vi = Civi (5) where C1 is the concentration of the kinetic unit in the membrane and V is the volume of the membrane. Dividing both sides of equation 4 by V and replacing the C, terms by the J's we obtain Fi/V = fiiJi-fiiJi (6) We now assume that the driving force Fi can be derived from a gradient of a potential, or that the Fi forces are conservative. The term Fi/V would then be given by ni P/V =-V del,u= C.delp, (7) Substituting this quantity into equation 6 and solving equation 6 for the J's we obtain -Ji = k AikCkdel/Ak (8) where the A's are the functions of the f's. If we let Mik AikCk (9) and Xk Zdelpk (10) then we can write equation 8 in the general form -Ji = MX (11) In equation 11 we designate Ji as a generalized "flux," Xk as a generalized "force," and Mik as an element of the admittance matrix (see reference 4).
Whereas our derivation of equation 11 would admit the expression of the generalized "forces" and the generalized "fluxes" in a variety of units, our choice can always be made in accordance with thermodynamic considerations. In any system in which spontaneous fluxes are present, the Gibbs' free energy of the system must decrease with time. This requires that -dF/Adt = 7 JkXk (12) or the sum of the products of the conjugate "forces" and "fluxes" must have the dimensions of a change in energy per unit area of the membrane per unit time. If we choose to express Jk in the units of number of mols crossing a unit area of a membrane in a unit time, then the conjugate "force" Xk becomes the gradient of the Gibbs' chemical potential function times Z.
These are the conjugate variables we will use in subsequent discussion, and in this instance the value of Z in equations 9 and 10 is one cm. Other pairs of conjugate variables might have been selected. The appropriate choice is largely dictated by the demands of the particular problem.
Onsager has demonstrated that when the J's and X's are conjugate variables, simple relations exist among the cross coefficients of equation 11. He shows that Mik = Mki (13) for all generalized "forces" except those derived from magnetic or Coriolis forces, which need not concern us here. Since a membrane can be considered as a slab of material with a finite thickness and parallel faces, the membrane problem becomes one of linear transfer. In this instance by regarding Z of equations 9 and 10 as AX, the thickness of the membrane in cm., which is generally unknown, we can write equation 11 as
We take equation 14 to be the general equation applying to material transfers through membranes. A!Ak iS the finite difference in chemical potential of a substance on the two sides of the membrane. We may in the first instance regard the concept of force as used in equations 1 to 7 as being "unreal," but on further reflection we realize that the force used there is just as "unreal" as any of the forces used in physics. We propose that forces derived from gradients of chemical potential be called Gibbs' forces and that they take their rightful place among the forces considered in physics.
We are now in a position to state why substances move through membranes. The components in the membrane move because they are acted upon by forces derivable from gradients of chemical potential produced by causes external to the membrane. Substances move through a membrane because the substances are in a Gibbs field of force, just as ions move when in an electrical field of force or masses move when in a gravitational field of force. The laws of motion are similar in all instances. Furthermore, for a substance to pass through a membrane it must have a finite concentration in the membrane, a fact recognized long ago by Overton,'0 for example, but often forgotten in discussions of the permeability of membranes to ions or polar substances. It is possible, however, for the concentration of a substance in the membrane to be large but its conductance to be zero. The major difficulty in understanding transfers across membranes has been the attempt to obtain transfer equations without an adequate consideration of the forces involved or of the interactions that take place between the moving components. where M is equal to M because of the Onsager relations. We see that three independent coefficients, Mw, Mw, and Ms, are necessary for the phenomenological description of the system. This conclusion makes necessary a complete re-examination of all the data obtained in the study of membrane transfers, for in the case of two component systems most of the previous treatments of the transfer process have been attempted by the use of only two independent coefficients.
Unfortunately, our knowledge of the structure of particular membranes or of the intrinsic mechanisms of transfer is so incomplete that the values of the M's appropriate to a given membrane cannot be calculated except in certain idealized situations. The M's are best regarded as empirical coefficients to be determined by suitable experiments. We must remember, of course, that the magnitudes of the M's contain information as to both membrane structure and intrinsic processes of transfer.
If for all values of as and AIA. we find that J. is 0, we call the membrane a semipermeable membrane. Under these conditions M.W, and MH8 must both be equal to 0, and equation 15 becomes -J -M uAW (16) In isothermal systems in which the gradients are pressure gradients and/or concentration gradients Ap is given by AP/ = (dp%/dP) A P + (dLw/d7r)A r= VW (AP A7rW) (17) since the slight compressibilities of the solutions are of second order. This allows us to write equation 16 We see that three independent coefficients are again necessary for the description of the flows, since two species having different physical properties are to be regarded as independent components. If we were to impose a pressure gradient across the membrane in such a system, a partial separation of the species could be achieved because of the different flows of the two species through the membrane. Equations 20 can be taken as the basic equations describing isotope separation processes at membranes. When we employ tagged species in the study of biological processes it is customary to neglect the small effects that arise because of isotopic differences. They are usually of second order, so this is entirely proper. However, to understand the behavior of the tagged components in the system, we must write our mathematical equations as if the two species are not independent components, so far as their motions are concerned.
We can develop the appropriate equations as follows: We shall consider the two species to be identical in all respects except for one property by which we can recognize the species but which property has no effect on the resulting motions. We can say then that the membrane does not distinguish between the two species. In an actual experiment with water, oxygen-18 water would be the tagged water of choice as isotope separation effects during transfer through the membrane would be minimal, particularly if the oxygen-18 water were present in tracer concentrations.
We can visualize three possible mutually interfering flows through the membrane. A flow that takes place without a change in the molar ratio of the two species and the two flows of the individual species which lead to changes in the molar ratios. Our formal phenomenological relations for these three flows would be were essentially of this type, and we see that we need not be surprised that two coefficients were needed in the expression of their results, even though they used equations of the form of Fick's law to evaluate their findings. They found a ratio of M*w/Me for their system to be about 5. The physical significance of this consequence is readily apparent. In the osmotic experiment the resistance to the flow of water is the resistance of the membrane.
In the exchange experiment the resistance to the flow of species one is the resistance of the membrane plus the resistance generated by the counter current flow of the second species. Tagged species in multicomponent systens. We can easily obtain the equations for two species of one component in a multicomponent system by methods similar to those outlined above. The equations for component "i" where "i" can be either the solvent or one of the solutes are =*N1J* + M RTAN2 (36) *= N2J-MRTAN2 If we let subscript 2 refer to the tagged species present in "tracer" amounts, we see that J* is practically independent of changes in the flux of the normal solvent or solute respectively. In fact, J* is practically independent of all other gradients, including pressure gradients. This behavior of the solvent was observed in the experiments reported by Hevesy, Hofer, and Krogh, ' Ussing, or Durbin, Frank, and Solomon.' Similar experiments on tagged solutes do not seem to have been carried out.
Equations 36 are particularly instructive, for they render invalid one of the assumptions often made in the application of tagged materials to the study of the properties of membranes. The assumption often made is that the flow of the tagged material is proportional to the flow of normal material. This is true only when AN2 is 0, or the molar ratio of the two species is the same in all the compartments of a multicompartment system. The addition of a tagged species to one compartment of the system in tracer amounts cannot give any information as to the flows of the normal components, for these flows depend upon independent undetermined coefficients other than Me. In this sense a "tracer" does not trace the flow of the normal component.
The present theory of "tracer" applications to the kinetic behavior of biological systems has been outlined by Robertson." It is derived from the assumption that effluxes and influxes of a tagged species from a particular compartment are obtained by multiplying the efflux or influx of a component by the species mol fraction of the component from the compartment from which the flow originates. This assumption is easily shown to be correct in chemical reaction systems if one assumes that the species have identical chemical reaction velocity constants. This assumption is invalid, however, for transfer processes at membranes, for the observable transfer of the component is dependent upon osmotic coefficients, while the observable transfer of the isotope species is dependent upon both the osmotic coefficients and the exchange coefficient. The assumption has been questioned before, particularly by Edwards and Harris,2 and they give a model for a membrane to demonstrate how the nonvalidity of the assumption might be accounted for. Sheppard velocity. Under these conditions the flux of one species is proportional to the flux of the second species across a plane in the pore. This is the application made of isotopes to determine blood velocity in the arteries or the flow of a given quantity of material in pipe lines.
The situation obtaining as pore radius approaches molecular dimensions becomes exceedingly difficult both conceptually and mathematically. If we choose to consider that Poiseuille's law is valid in this region, the "effective" pore sizes calculated from any experimentally determined values of transfer are not likely to bear any simple relation to physical reality. We are most likely using an hydraulic analogue as an heuristic device for the description of the transfer process.
By using properties other than those directly determinable by transfer experiments we might give an experimental definition of a pore membrane. From a naive point of view we expect a pore membrane to have stable dimensions when subjected to cycles of hydration and dehydration. Thus a sintered glass disk or a frit is a pore membrane by this definition. During hydration and dehydration water merely displaces or is displaced by air. In contrast, many of the membranes of biological interest are not dimensionally stable to hydration and dehydration. The dry nmembranes often swell when placed in water and the membrane may be thought of as a colloidal structure. Transfers through such structures would be in the nature of random processes, that is, modified diffusion processes. The criterion of whether a substance penetrates a membrane becomes simply the experimentally ascertainable fact. Is the substance soluble in the membrane?
If the membrane is permeable to k different components and k components are present in the system, then a maximum of 1/2 k (k + 1) independent M's may be necessary for the description of the system. When we recognize this fact, we then appreciate how little we know concerning the transfer relations at any biological membrane. We must accept the fact that the transfer of any component may affect and be affected by all the other components in the system. The task ahead is the determination of the admittance matrices for those limiting boundaries which separate living cells from their external environments and seemingly make life possible.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The theory of coupled steady state processes provides a powerful tool for the quantitative study of transfers in biological systems.
2. When the theory is applied to typical applications of tagged materials to the study of transfers through membranes, an explanation is afforded for experimental results whcih have been difficult to reconcile by incomplete theories.
3. A tagged material "traces" the flow of the untagged substance through a membrane when and only when the molar ratio of the tagged to untagged substance is the same in all compartments.
